Your fundraising pack to
support the
Cardiff to Edinburgh Cycle 2022
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Welcome to C2Cycling
C2Cycling is a group of amateur cyclists from across South Wales who have come together
every two years since 2015 to complete long distance rides for charity.
Established by cyclists Mark McGregor, Simon Rees and Gareth Williams, more than six years ago,
the team, now including Nick Robbins are behind the gruelling endeavours and have continued
C2Cycling to have fun, push themselves and raise money for worthy causes all at the same time.

C’est la vie!
In 2015 six riders and two support drivers set out from Velindre in Cardiff before heading across
the Channel to complete a 515 km ride to Paris.
By 2017 word had got out amongst keen cyclists in South Wales and another eight riders joined
to make a 14-strong crew pedalling from Cardiff to Paris that year.
Two years later the 2019 ride saw 24 cyclists and four support drivers set off from Cardiff to pedal
for four days before finishing the last 124 km in glorious sunshine down the Champs Elysee in
Paris.
Over the last six years the team has cycled a total of 23,690 km - the equivalent of pedalling to
Argentina and back - with more than 180 team breakfasts and only six punctures.
For the last three rides the C2Cycling team has raised in excess of £44,000 for Wales-based cancer
charity, Velindre. This has gone towards helping the charity fund the huge cost of training
specialist nurses who offer physical, psychological and emotional support to families affected by
cancer.

What’s next?
Now they’re doing it again. But this time it’s castle to castle as the C2Cycling team attempts a
gruelling 636 km journey through three home nations from Cardiff to Edinburgh to raise muchneeded cash for South Wales’ charities, Velindre Cancer Centre and Latch Children’s Cancer
Charity.

And they need your help.
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What is C2E?
C2E (Cardiff Castle to Edinburgh Castle) is the C2Cycling’s
fundraising challenge for 2022.
With a £50,000 target to smash the 25-strong team is already training
hard to make sure they complete all stages of the ride and raise as
much money as possible for the chosen charities.

STAGE ONE

Sees the team setting off from the keep of Cardiff Castle on Tuesday 12
April the team will pedal 135 km via Abergavenny and Hereford to
reach Ludlow in Shropshire.

STAGE TWO

Is the longest stretch with a tough 142 km ride to Warrington in
Cheshire, via Shrewsbury and Nantwich.

STAGE THREE

Takes the team to Kendal in the beautiful Lake District as they ride 127
km via Preston and Lancaster.

STAGE FOUR

Takes the riders across the border into Scotland, via Penrith and
Carlisle, before arriving in Lockerbie after a tough 123 km stint.

STAGE FIVE

The last day sees the team successfully complete their challenge
cycling 109 km into Edinburgh.
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Velindre Cancer Centre
Velindre Cancer Centre provides specialist cancer services to over 1.5 million people in South
Wales and beyond. They are one of the largest cancer centres in the UK seeing over 5,000 new
referrals and around 50,000 new outpatients every year.
More people than ever are living with cancer and survival rates have doubled in the last 40 years
through better treatments and earlier detection.
Velindre is funded in part by Velindre University NHS Trust but relies heavily on charitable giving
to pay for ground-breaking research and clinical trials, cutting edge treatments, specialist nurses,
support services, therapies and equipment.

Latch
Latch is the Welsh children’s cancer charity which supports children and their families who are
being treated by the Oncology Unit at the Children’s Hospital of Wales.
Around 70 new cases are diagnosed every year and Latch supports those affected families from
across the whole of Wales.
Latch is entirely dependent on fundraising and needs over £700,000 a year to provide families
with the range of services they need once their child has been diagnosed.
The charity provides a range of services to support families at this difficult time and is probably
most well-known for its on-site accommodation allowing families to stay together while their
child is being treated.
They also provide counselling and social support services for parents and siblings, financial
support for families, benefits advice, advocacy, and sign posting.
The work they do is vital for families facing one of the toughest challenges of their life.
To find out more about the work they do and how one rider and his family were able to access
the support of Latch, turn to page 4.
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Why is C2E fundraising for these charities?
Established by cyclists Mark McGregor, Simon Rees and Gareth Williams, more than six years ago, the
team, now including Nick Robbins are behind the gruelling endeavours and have continued C2Cycling to
have
Everyone involved in this challenge has been personally affected and supported by one or both of these
charities:
Almost every team member has a story relating to either family or friends that have been affected by
cancer and supported by the wonderful Velindre Cancer Centre Team. One in two people will be
affected by cancer at some time in their lives. This is a harsh reality that underpins the need for
facilities like Velindre.
Matt and Lorna joined C2Cycling in 2017. Matt cycled to Paris that year, and again in 2019, joining 22
riders to raise precious funds for Velindre Cancer Centre, a charity that supports patients and families
in the most difficult of times.
But 12 months later their world was turned upside down as their own family faced what would turn out
to be a devastating and ultimately tragic experience.

This is Matt and Lorna’s story:
“C2E 2022 takes on an extra special significance for me and my family as this time we will also be raising money
for LATCH Welsh Children’s Cancer Charity.
“2020 was the most horrific year for us as we lost our youngest son Rhys after a short illness. In May, Rhys was
diagnosed with Aplastic Anaemia, a rare blood disorder that prevents the body producing enough blood cells. At
seven years old, Rhys was a funny, caring and happy child who enjoyed football, rugby and playing with his
friends and dogs Buster & Pip. This should not have been happening.
“Rhys required a bone marrow transplant and remarkably a donor was found in his brother Hywel and this
obviously gave us great hope. However, time was not on our side and on 22nd June 2020, just one month later,
Rhys lost his battle and very sadly passed away, leaving the whole family absolutely devastated.
“Cardiff-based children’s cancer charity LATCH was there for us throughout this most traumatic period and
continue to be now. It is one thing seeing from a distance, but it is not until it affects you directly that you realise
what an incredible job these people do.
“C2E 2022 is not only going to be a tough challenge physically, but mentally also, and whilst I’m sure there will
be plenty of tears along the way it will be worth if we can reach our target for these fantastic charities.
“We have previously raised in excess of £40,000 which is amazing and I’m sure the money will have made a
significant impact on the lives of people who needed it most.
“Thank you for your support. It means the world to us."
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How can your business help
and why?
The C2Cycling team needs your support to reach their ambitious fundraising target that will
raise vital cash for Latch and Velindre.
With donations to all charities down across Wales drastically reduced, due to Covid-19, both
Latch and Velindre urgently need to boost their income to make up for the shortfall experienced
in 2020 and 2021.
So the C2Cycling team is pedalling 636 km and wants you to support them in any way you can.
The team is reaching out to organisations across Wales asking everyone to dig deep and sponsor
the team or take part in their own activities that will help the C2Cycling team reach their £50,000
target.
So, whether you want to make a cash donation to support the C2Cycling team, organise an inoffice bike ride, get sponsored for your daily walk or organise a bake sale then the C2Cycling
team would love to hear from you.
Over the page you will find more ideas on how your organisation can help the team support the
work of these two vital charities.
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Ideas to help your business raise
money for the C2E campaign
There are many ways you can help the C2Cycling team meet their ambitious £50,000 fundraising
target – and you don’t need to be able to ride a bike to do them!
We have pulled together some ideas which are below. But these are only suggestions and the list
is by no means exhaustive! You may well have your own ideas to add to the list.
So, grab some colleagues, plan your activity, make sure it’s enjoyable and get fundraising!
And finally, we would love to hear about your fundraising plans and how you get on. Please email
us at hello@c2cycling.co.uk to tell us about your plans or tag us on social media @c2cycling.

Like baking? It may be one of the most popular ways of fundraising at work but if you’re back in the
workplace now then celebrate with colleagues over a charity cake sale. Cycling uses up a lot of
calories so there is a link. Kind of…
And if you’re not back in the workplace how about a castles quiz – with so many works’ drinks now a
Friday evening zoom quiz with colleagues, a readymade quiz is always a winner. Prepare two quizzes
– one on cycling, one on castles, and encourage colleagues to enter with a small donation to the
charity.
Everyone seems to be walking for their daily exercise at the moment. At 636 km it’s approximately
1,000,000 steps between Cardiff and Edinburgh – could the finance team beat the sales team walking
that number of steps over the course of nine months?
We need approximately 2.5 litres of water a day to keep hydrated and the C2Cyling team gets
through two or three times that on their rides. Which team in your workplace can drink the most
water in a day? Get sponsored and get hydrated at the same time…
You don’t need a paintbrush to be arty. So many people are using apps to log their exercise routes
that it’s becoming an art-form. Quite literally. Thousands of people are now planning a route that
will create a picture on the app once they’ve completed their exercise.Could you organise a
workplace ‘art exhibition’ with entries from colleagues of the best exercise art? Everyone who wants
to vote for a winner makes a donation to C2E.
Alternatively, if you do have keen cyclists at work could they be put in teams to cycle the same
distance from Cardiff – Edinburgh and pitted against each other to raise funds?
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Where should I send the money?
Thank you for helping us to reach our fundraising target of £50,000. Every penny raised will be
going to our charities Velindre Cancer Centre and Latch Children’s Cancer Charity and we really
appreciate your support.
Please send cheques made payable to C2Cycling to:
C2Cycling
39A Celyn Avenue
Caerphilly
CF83 3FL
Or log on to https://www.sponsorme.co.uk/c2cycling/c2e22.aspx to make a donation online
and type ‘C2Cycling’ under ‘search for your friend’s page’.

Corporate sponsorship
Would your organisation be interested in one of the many corporate sponsorship packages
available to support the C2E ride?
If so please contact hello@c2cyling.co.uk for more details.

Covid-19 disclaimer
Please be aware the information and suggestions in this fundraising pack are there to inspire you
to support the C2E ride in 2022. In undertaking activities of any kind you should always ensure
they are covid-compliant and that you adhere to any local guidance and government restrictions.
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